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Bulletin Description
Anchor bolt Pull-Out Strength is the force required to pull a single bolt out of its foundation. The separation
can occur between the epoxy grout and the concrete foundation or it can occur between the anchor bolt
and the epoxy grout itself. This bulletin provides the formulas needed to calculate the force required to
pull an anchor bolt out in either manner.
To calculate the Total Pull-Out Strength of the entire machine, multiply the force required to pull one bolt
out times the total number of bolts.
When calculating Pull-Out Strength it is assumed that:
1. A clean, threaded rod or bolt with a coarse surface profile is used.
2. A nut and washer are installed at the bottom of the rod to act as a mechanical interference.
3. The anchor bolt hole is clean and dry, with no contaminants.

Bond Strength Epoxy to Concrete
The bond of the epoxy grout to the concrete foundation
is stronger than the bond of the concrete to itself.
Typically, concrete will separate next to the bond line of
the epoxy and concrete. Therefore, the weakest link in
the bond of epoxy to concrete is the concrete itself. The
force required to pull concrete apart is called its Shear
Strength. A conservative value for concrete shear
strength is 600 psi. To determine the force required to
pullout the bolt separating it at the epoxy to concrete
bond, use the following calculation:

Force = D x  x L x 600 psi
Where:
F = Bolt Pullout Force in lbs.
D = Grout Hole Diameter in inches
L = Length in inches of the grout hole

L

 = 3.1415

D

Below are examples of the force required to Pull-Out
various size bolts out of various size holes.
PULL-OUT STRENGTH IN POUNDS
BOLT LENGTH
HOLE
DIAMETER
3”
4”
5”
5/8"
3,534
4,712
5,890
3/4"
4,241
5,655
7,068
1"
5,655
7,540
9,425
1.5"
8,482
11,309
14,137
2.0”
11,309
15,079
18,849

Bond between
the epoxy and
the concrete
breaks

10”
11,781
14,137
18,849
28,274
37,698
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Bond Strength Epoxy to Steel
The bond of grout to the steel anchor bolt can be calculated
using 1600 psi as the Bond Strength of epoxy to steel. This
too is also a conservative number. To determine the force
at the grout-to-bolt interface, use the following calculation:

F = BD x  x L x 1600 psi

Where:
F = Bolt Pullout Force in lbs.
D = Bolt Diameter in inches
L = Length in inches of the bolt embedded in grout
(does not include the portion of the bolt that is
wrapped with tape or inside a bolt sleeve.

 = 3.1415
Examples of the force required to separate a bolt from the
surrounding epoxy assuming there is no nut.
PULL-OUT STRENGTH IN POUNDS
GROUTED BOLT LENGTH
BOLT
DIAMETER
3/8"
1/2"
3/4"
1"
1.5"

3”
5,650
7,540
11,300
15,070
22,610

4”
7,530
10,040
15,070
20,100
30,150

5”
9,420
12,560
18,840
25,130
37,690

D

10”

L

18,840
25,120
37,680
50,260
75,380

Pull-Out Strength – Anchor Bolt in Concrete
As a comparison, an anchor bolt set in a concrete foundation will typically crack up
and out from the bottom of the bolt at a 45o angle in a cone shaped section. The
force required to pull up this cone shaped section of concrete is the force required to
separate concrete over the total surface area of the cone. The Surface
Area of a Cone (SACone) = Lateral Surface Area of a Right Circular
Cone with 45 o Sides:

SACone =  x 1.4142 x H2
The force required to pull the concrete apart
is the Shear Strength of concrete (800 psi)
times the Surface Area of the Cone.

Force lbs = 800 psi x SACone in2
Force lbs = 800 x  x 1.4142 x H2
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General: Every reasonable effort is made to insure the technical information and
recommendations on these data pages are true and accurate to the best of our
knowledge at the date of issuance. However, this information is subject to change
without notice. Prior versions of this publication are invalid with the release of this
version. Products and information are intended for use by qualified applicators that
have the required background, technical knowledge, and equipment to perform said
tasks in a satisfactory manner. Consult your local distributor for product availability,
additional product information, and technical support. Warranty: ITW Performance
Polymers, a division of Illinois Tool Works Inc., warrants that its products meet their
printed specifications. This is the sole warranty. This warranty expires one year after
product shipment. Warranty Claims: If any product fails to meet the above, ITW
Performance Polymers will, at its option, either replace the product or refund the
purchase price. ITW Performance Polymers will have no other liability for breach of
warranty, negligence, or otherwise. All warranty claims must be made in writing within
one year of the date of shipment. No other claims will be considered. Disclaimer: ITW
Performance Polymers makes no other warranty, expressed or implied, and specifically

disclaims any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
Suggestions concerning the use of products are not warranties. The purchaser
assumes the responsibility for determining suitability of products and appropriate use.
ITW Performance Polymers’ sole liability, for breach of warranty, negligence or
otherwise, shall be the replacement of product or refund of the purchase price, at ITW
Performance Polymers’ election. Under no circumstances shall ITW Performance
Polymers be liable for any indirect, incidental or consequential damages. Modification
of Warranty: No distributor or sales representative has the authority to change the
above provisions. No change in the above provisions will be valid unless in writing and
signed by an officer or the Technical Director of ITW Performance Polymers. No term
of any purchase order shall serve to modify any provision of this document. Mediation
and Arbitration: If any dispute arises relating to products or product warranties, either
the purchaser or ITW Performance Polymers may a) initiate mediation under the then
current Center for Public Resources (CPR) Model Procedure for Mediation of Business
Disputes, or b) initiate a non-binding arbitration under the rules of the American
Arbitration Association for the resolution of commercial disputes.

